
Cooperation of active contours and optical ow fortongue tracking in X-ray motion picturesMarie-Odile Berger, G�erard Mozelle and Yves LaprieCRIN { CNRS / INRIA LorraineCampus scienti�que, B.P. 23954506 Vand�uvre-l�es-Nancy CEDEX, France(email: berger@loria.fr, laprie@loria.fr)AbstractVocal tract X-ray image sequence are used to study articulatory phenomenaand to design approximate articulatory models. The purpose of this paperis to describe an automatic tracking tool for extracting the contours of thetongue which is the most important articulator. According to the tonguepart considered, the contour may appear either as an isolated contour, or acontour lying in a region with numerous spurious contours, or totally hidden.Therefore, we propose a cooperation approach between an active method usingB-spline snakes when contours are isolated and a velocity �eld determinationwhich allows the contour to be predicted when it could be attracted by spuriouscontours. Then B-splines are used to reconstruct the global tongue shape andto �ll in regions where the tongue is hidden. Signi�cant results are shown.1 IntroductionArticulatory phonetics has given rise to numerous works with the aim in view todiscover articulatory movements which could explain speech production. In fact,articulators (lower jaw, lips, tongue, velum and larynx) are controlled by complexcompensation and synergy mechanisms which allow sounds to be articulated andcoarticulated. The fact that theoretically an in�nite number of vocal tract shapesmay result in one given sound explains the interest in X-ray moving pictures, whichhelp to study articulatory phenomena. Besides articulatory studies these pictureshave been processed to design approximate articulatory models and address thespeaker normalization issue.In spite of e�orts made by phoneticians a vast number of X-ray moving picturesmade until late seventies (in order to keep the radiation dose within safe limitsit is now forbidden to make X-ray moving pictures) is still unexploited. As noexisting medical imaging technique does allow su�ciently fast shooting (less than20ms per image) these moving pictures represent an almost unexploited material inthe absence of an automatic analyzing system.
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tongue bFigure 1: (a):Vocal tract X-ray image, with the semi-polar coordinate system (b):contour obtained by the Fourier model (hite points)Recent advances in computer vision have allowed contour extraction and track-ing algorithms to be developed. Nevertheless it appears that tracking articulatorsremains an arduous task in the case of X-ray images. This work deals with tonguetracking which is the most important articulator. In section 2 we will describe thespeci�cities of X-ray vocal tract images and present some consequences for trackingtongue contours. In section 3 we will discuss the type of active contour we used.In section 4 we present the global tracking strategy which triggers tracking toolsaccording to the contour type. Finally, we will outline some future directions ofresearch.2 Speci�cities of X-ray vocal tract images2.1 Why X-ray images are noisy ?The image sequence consists of X-ray moving pictures (see Fig. 1), sampled at therate of 50 images per second. As the X-ray beam goes through the head transversally,not only the tongue but also all the organs which are on the way of X-ray are visible.Consequently, images are naturally noisy. Furthermore, due to the tongue sectionshape, there is no actual contour but rather a boundary region. The last problemoriginates in the speed of articulators which can move substantially during one X-rayphotograph. Concerning the tongue, apex which has the smallest inertia, due to itsweak mass compared against the tongue body, moves very fast and may not appearvery clearly on images.These reasons explain why a totally automatic tongue tracking tool is hard toimagine for all the pictures.Besides di�culties linked to the nature of X-ray photography, there are di�-culties stemming from shooting conditions. Images may jump slightly between twophotographs, and even the radiation dose (and consequently the image intensity)may vary between two frames. Thus, before further processing X-ray images needto be registered.



2.2 Contours characteristicsAccording to their position in relation to other organs, tongue contours are more orless apparent and isolated. Fig. 1 exhibits three types of contour:� clean and isolated contours in pharynx and in front cavity,� non-isolated contours in the region of dental roots,� totally hidden contours by �llings which stop X-ray.Tracking moving objects is in some sense equivalent to compute visual motion.According to the context, techniques for measuring visual motion can be roughlycategorized as either optical ow methods or token matching methods dependingwhether salient characteristics of the contours to be tracked are available or not.Tongue tracking is an intermediary problem because the tongue contour is acurve without any peculiar constraint except its regularity. That is the reason whyactive contours [6] are well suited to the �rst contour type. But as snake convergestowards the nearest contour from the initialization curve it is inappropriate to thesecond contour type because dental roots, for instance, may attract the snake. Thisrequires to accept a velocity �eld approach which allows a prediction curve to beobtained. As the tongue is su�ciently smooth, this prediction curve does not needto be very accurate because only the global shape is necessary.Moreover, we can take advantage from existing parametric description of thetongue in order to smooth the prediction curve in the palate and to incorporate thisknowledge in the snake process by the use of parametric snakes. Furthermore, itallows lack of data in some regions (�llings for instance) to be overcome.3 Which kind of snake model ?Our aim is to track the tongue contour along an image sequence from a roughposition in the �rst image, which has been given by the user. Before describing theoverall tracking strategy which must allow for the di�erent tongue parts, we presentnow the type of snake we accepted.Numerous works have been dedicated to design articulatory models from hand-collected data. As our tracking tool must be used to derive more accurate models, wecannot use too restrictive models [11, 4, 10]. Liljencrants [9] showed that the tonguepro�le may be very well described and modeled in terms of a Fourier series withvery few terms (only two harmonics) in a semi-polar coordinate system. Not onlysuch curves are su�ciently general, but also they seem interesting from a phoneticpoint of view because the two harmonics can be given a very simple articulatoryinterpretation in terms of tongue movements.A tongue pro�le in the semi-polar coordinate system (Fig. 1) is represented byY (u) = a0 + pXk=1ak cos(2�ku=L) + bk sin(2�ku=L) (1)with 0 � u � L where L represents the vocal tract length and p the number ofharmonics.



The solution model minimizes the energy E which integrates the intensity gra-dient along the tongue contour:E = �1jCj ZC jrIj(x; y)du (2)The minimization is performed using the Euler-Lagrange dynamic equation [2]:a dadt = �@E@a = 1jCj ZC @jrIj@x � @x@a + @jrIj@y � @y@adu (3)where a represents any curve parameter (a0; a1; b1; : : : ; ap; bp). In order to preventthe curve from being attracted by �lling which have a very high gradient intensity,the term @jrIj@y has been cancelled in the �lling region1.Unfortunately, experiments have shown that a Fourier series based model is verysensitive to the irregular character of the curve discretization. Fourier Series cannotin particular be used to recover the whole contour (Fig. 1.b white points) from parts(Fig. 1.b black points)In order to cope with this problem we choose B-splines which are relativelyinsensitive to the discretization regularity since they minimize curvature. The tonguecontour is thus represented by:V (u) = pXk=0� XkYk �Bk;d(u) (4)where Bk;d(u) are polynomial functions of degree d de�ned by the following recursionexpression: 8<: Bk;o(u) = � 1 if uk�1 � u < uk0 otherwiseBk;d(u) = u�uk�1uk+d�1�uk�1Bk;d�1(u) + uk+d�uuk+d�ukBk+d;d�1(u)where uk is the subdivision used. The dynamic equation 3 then becomes:( Xk dXkdt = 1jCj RC @jrIj@x Bk;d(u)du (0 � k � p)Yk dYkdt = 1jCj RC @jrIj@y Bk;d(u)dugiven (xi; yi) the tongue points given by the user, the initial control points � XkYk �are calculated by a mean square method.Contrary to the Fourier based model, the B-spline approach yields good resultsin most cases, even if the gradient intensity is not de�ned in the �lling region. Itsweakness stems from the fact that no articulatory interpretation is possible from thecontrol points.1Note that the �lling region is easily detected as �llings stop completely X-ray and thereforeappear as black blubs.



4 Overview of the tongue tracking algorithmAs already mentioned in x 2.1 there are 3 types of contours, each of them requiringa well suited method:isolated contour Provided that the motion between two consecutive images is nottoo large B-spline based snakes succeed in tracking the contour by using thecontour obtained at time t as the initialization curve at time t+ 1 [3, 1, 8].non-isolated contour The B-spline method is inappropriate because of other con-tours (teeth or tooth roots) which may attract the active contour. In thiscase the velocity �eld normal to the contour obtained in the previous image isevaluated and enables the contour to be predicted. This prediction step alsomay be necessary in the case of isolated contour which moves too fast to betracked only by using the contour obtained at t� 1 as initialization.totally hidden contour (�llings) In this case the B-spline model allows the regionwhere the contour is completely hidden to be bridged thanks to the knowledgeof the contour outside �llings.Distinguishing between the three types of contour presented above leads to thefollowing tracking algorithm:1. Registration of two consecutive images in order to match the upper jaw,which may be considered motionless. Note that registration must allow bothfor motion and average energy variation between the two images.2. Tracking the di�erent parts of tongue Considering the tongue contourobtained at t, regions corresponding to the three types of contour mentionedabove are searched for. This is achieved by studying the contour locationaccording to the contour tooth region of the upper jaw and the �lling region.According to the contour type the following methods are triggered:(a) B-spline based active contour for isolated contour,(b) contour prediction achieved by computing the velocity �eld normal tocontour for non-isolated contours [5],(c) hidden contour regions can be �lled in by continuity.3. Reconstruction of the global contour from the subcontours by the B-splinemethod.We will now describe step 1 and 2.a and 3.4.1 RegistrationTracking the tongue contour along the image sequence requires that the upper jawwhich is assumed to be motionless has been registered between consecutive images.Actually, the upper jaw slightly moves under translation due to speaker or camera,and the image intensity may change due to the radiation dose of the X-ray beamwhich is not steady. Subtracting two successive registered images will then exhibitlower jaw and tongue motion (see Fig. 2).



Figure 2: (a)original image, (b)image after anisotropic di�usion and (c)di�erenceimageThe determination of upper jaw translation vector is achieved by computing thecross-correlation of the upper part of the image. More precisely, in order to use acompletely motionless region the user selects a region which does not include eitherlips nor the velum.The matching of the upper jaws is the more accurate as the noise is reducedin images to be processed. We do not have accepted gaussian smoothing whoseweakness is to deform and to move contours but Malik and Perona's approach [12]which uses the anisotropic di�usion equations:� @U@t = div(g(jjrU jj)rU )U (x; y; 0) = I(x; y)where U is the �ltered version of I and g a characteristic function. Fig. 2 exhibitsthe di�erence image obtained by this method.4.2 Estimation of the velocity �eld for non-isolated contoursIn order to evaluate tongue motions we exploit the di�erence image as follows. Theprediction of the tongue location in image at t+ 1 is achieved by studying intensitypro�les on normals to the contour at t. On this way, the problem boils down todetect transitions in a monodimensional signal. These prediction points are used asthe initial curve by the B-spline based snake applied to the di�erence image gradient.Fig.3 shows the best prediction points before and after the active method.In the case where an isolated contour moves substantially, the contour obtainedat t cannot be used as a reliable initialization for searching the contour at t + 1.Then the motion evaluation procedure presented above is used to build a predictioncontour which is the initialization curve for the active method.4.3 Reconstruction of the global tongue contourThe global contour is reconstructed from the di�erent sub-contours by the B-splinemethod. In order to overcome small discrepancies which may appear between thedi�erent parts of the tongue contour, we have incorporated the following regulariza-



Figure 3: (a) prediction points (b) prediction contourtion term in the B-spline computation [7] in minimizing:( Sx =PNi=1(xi � x(ui))2 + � RC(x(u)(d))2Sy =PNi=1(yi � y(ui))2 + � RC(y(u)(d))2The comparison of results obtained by B-spline tracking alone against resultsobtained by the algorithm presented above (Fig. 4) brings to the fore the interestof the global strategy. The B-spline method alone (by using contour reached at tas the initial curve at t + 1) is unable to track the tongue properly, when it movessubstantially while being either immersed in other contours as dental roots or hidden.5 Discussion and perspectiveIn spite of the poor quality of the X-ray vocal tract images, results obtained showthat the tongue contour may be tracked successfully. Nevertheless, in most complexcases (when the mouth is close, for instance) tracking is especially di�cult andno assessment procedure is available in order to know whether or not the tonguecontour has been reached. Therefore, the approximate articulatory models could beused to validate the tongue contour detected in the following way. In case images arelabeled in terms of sounds, tongue contours obtained could be interpreted in termsof articulatory con�gurations by means of the articulatory models and compared tothe known articulation of the sounds uttered.Another direction of research is to exploit an articulatory model to improve thecontour prediction when the tongue moves substantially between two consecutiveframes.References[1] B. Bascles, P. Bouthemy, R. Deriche, and F. Meyer. Tracking Complex Primitives inan Image Sequence. In Proceedings of the 12th International Conference on PatternRecognition, Jerusalem (Israel), 1994.



Figure 4: B-spline tracking alone (above) and tracking performed by the globalstrategy (bottom)[2] B. Bascles and R. Deriche. Stereo Matching Reconstruction and Re�nement of 3Dcurves Using Deformable Contours. In Proceedings of 4th International Conference onComputer Vision, Berlin (Germany), pages 421{430, 1993.[3] M.-O. Berger. How to Track E�ciently Piecewise Curved Contours with a View toReconstructing 3D Objects. In Proceedings of the 12th International Conference onPattern Recognition, Jerusalem (Israel), volume 1, pages 32{36, 1994.[4] C. H. Coker. Synthesis by rule from articulatory parameters. In J. L. Flanagan andL. R. Rabiner, editors, Speech Synthesis, pages 396{397. Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross,1973.[5] B. Horn and B. Schunk. Determining Optical Flow. Ai-memo 572, MIT, 1980.[6] M. Kass, A. Witkin, and D. Terzopoulos. Snakes: Active Contour Models. Interna-tional Journal of Computer Vision, 1:321{331, 1988.[7] P.J. Laurent. Courbes ouvertes ou ferm�ees par B Splines r�egularisantes. TechnicalReport RR 652 M, IMAG, Grenoble, March 1987.[8] F. Leymarie and M. Levine. Tracking Deformable Objects in the Plane Using anActive Contour Model. IEEE Transactions on PAMI, 15(6):617{634, June 1993.[9] J. Liljencrants. Fourier series description of the tongue pro�le. Speech TransmissionLaboratory, QPSR, (4):9{18, 1971.[10] S. Maeda. Un mod�ele articulatoire de la langue avec des composantes lin�eaires. InActes 10�emes Journ�ees d'Etude sur la Parole, pages 152{162, Grenoble, Mai 1979.[11] P. Mermelstein. Articulatory model for the study of speech production. J. Acoust.Soc. Am., 53:1070{1082, 1973.[12] P. Perona and J. Malik. Scale Space and Edge Detection Using Anisotropic Di�usion.IEEE Transactions on PAMI, 12(7):629{639, July 1990.


